PresidiGo® DOWNTOWN Shuttle

Need a Ride Downtown?
Go DOWNTOWN

The PresidiGo Downtown shuttle offers a free and convenient way for visitors to travel between the Presidio and Downtown San Francisco seven days a week. Each one-way trip takes about 25 minutes. All shuttles feature wheelchair lifts and bike racks.

Free! PresidiGo® AROUND THE PARK Shuttle

How about a Ride around the Park?

The PresidiGo Presidio Hills shuttle route is always free and is a 30 minute loop through the Presidio. The route originates at the Presidio Transit Center (215 Lincoln Boulevard) and connects with Muni and the Richmond District. It operates on a weekend schedule on federal holidays.

PresidiGo® PRESIDIO HILLS ROUTE Shuttle Route, Stops, and Connections

www.presidio.gov/shuttle

---

PresidiGo® Shuttle Routes
- PRESIDIO HILLS Route, Stop R, - Richmond
- DOWNTOWN Route, Stop R, - Richmond
- MARINA Route, Stop R, - Richmond
- TRANSBAY TERMINAL STOP
- Other MUNI Lines and BART Stations

Free: Visitor Center
- Presidio Visitor Center
- Key Presidio Transfer Points
- Free Muni Line (Stop faucets)
- Subway Line (Station faucets)

---

Live Shuttle Tracking

Use your smartphone to download either “Swiftly” or “Transit App” from the App Store to track where the Presidio Shuttle is in real time. Both applications feature travel trip-planning tools to help you get to your destination quickly and efficiently. You can also visit www.presidio.gov for a live map of the Presidio Shuttle.